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I don’t want to take time introducing myself. Who I am is not that important. 
What I have to teach could turn out to be very important for some of you. 

I teach slowly but end up covering a lot of ground. Not sure how that happens. 
In this class, there will be very little theory. When I first began teaching Inlets to 
the Soul, I covered a good bit of theory and found I did not have the time to 
teach all the practices I wanted to share. So this time around will be less theory 
and more practice. 

WHY I TEACH SLOWLY. 

I speak to your body as much as I do to your mind. Bodies learn differently. 
They need time, silence, and repetition.  

My Melitta Filter metaphor. 



PRACTICE ONE. THE THREAD 

I teach people how to relate to space. Space becomes very real for people who 
draw or paint. It exists as much as objects do.  

It does for me too. It can help a great deal in everyday life to see space as an 
artist does.  

There is space within, space between, and space around. In Grace of Sense, I 
teach people a great about these three kinds of space and how to integrate 
them. 

Today, let me give you one very simple way of awakening the space between in 
a way that can greatly improve how you relate to objects and to people. 



WHAT DOES INLETS TO THE SOUL MEAN TO ME? 

INLETS 

When Blake uses the words inlets, (letting in vs. blocking out), he is referring to 
our senses. I think of us as having intra-senses and inter-senses, senses that tell 
us about ourselves and senses that tell us about our world. 

But what is the soul. I like how Novalis thought of it. He writes, “The seat of the 
soul exists where the inner world and the outer world meet. Where 
they overlap, it is in every point of the overlap.”  

I teach people how to use their senses as a way into the overlap. There is 
another world but it is inside this one. Rilke or Paul Eluard. 
 

SOUL 

Soul for me means more like how Motown musicians referred to it in Detroit. 
Soulful. When something enters our senses in a way that moves us deeply. 
Music literally enters our bodies and can change or bodies, our mind, and our 
emotions. That is soulful.  



Hildegard von Bigen describes her experience of the overlap. “Within but not 
enclosed; Without but not excluded.  

What keeps us from entering into the overlap? Preoccupation with all we have 
to do out there in the world and/or preoccupation with ourselves and our 
problems. 

WHAT GRANTS US ENTRANCE INTO THE OVERLAP? 

Using our intra and inter senses simultaneously, integrating them brings us into 
the overlap.  

We find ourselves able to be within ourselves and within the world, able to 
reside within ourselves as we reside within our world.  
This is part of what I call physical contemplation.  

Using our senses so that we become receptive.  

THE DOER, THE PERCEIVER, AND THE RECEIVER 

Anchan’s Mom Story. 

WE KNOW THE SENSES THAT TELL US ABOUT OUR OUTER WORLD, BUT 
WHAT ARE THE SENSES THAT TELL US ABOUT OUR INNER WORLD? 

  The intra-personal senses, the senses that inform and track what is 
happening within us, are the kinaesthetic, proprioceptive, and tactile senses. 
These senses help us to know where we are (location), how big or small we, or 
parts of us, are (size), how much tension, pressure, and effort we are exerting 
(tone), if and how we are moving (kinaetics), how we are feeling (emotion),  
and even what it feels like to be us, our sense of self (identity). 

  Oliver Sacks, in The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Other 
Clinical Tales,  (The Disembodied Lady - Chapter 3) 

  Though physiologists tend not to distinguish kinaesthesia and 
proprioception because they are so interrelated, I do. For educational purposes I 
choose to define them literally. ‘Kinaesthetic’ means feeling movement or 
appreciating movement.  ‘Proprio’, as in ‘property’, means that which belongs 



to you, so proprioception literally means being able to perceive that which is 
you and that which is not. 

We are taught that touch is one of the five senses that tell us about the 
world. This is true. But touch, like all our senses, is multi-functional. Touch also 
tells us about ourselves, because all touch is mutual, but only 100 percent of 
the time.  

We  perceive ourselves as touching things in the world, without sensing  
that whatever we are touching is simultaneously touching us back and giving us 
information about ourselves. Touch physically connects us to the world. It’s our 
sense of togetherness, of closeness, of intimacy, of union and communion. 

Take a little walk. 

PRACTICE TWO - OUR SENSE OF SELF 

We will do a practice that will awaken our kinesthetic and proprioceptive 
senses. 

The questions will have non-verbal answers. 

Just one hand. Then the questions. 
One side and then the questions. 

Where are you? 
How big are you? 
What shape are you? 
Is there anything happening in there, no matter how small? 
Are you alive? 
Is this me? 



PRACTICE THREE. GRAVITY AND THE GROUND. 

OBJECTS AS SUBJECTS 
For me everything is a subject. 
How well they sit.  

EVA STORY 
The Big Mom. 
Always being supported by her but we often do not receive this support. 
 
THIS GROUND. THIS SPACE. THIS MOMENT. THIS BODY. 

What it means to live a physically contemplative life. 

The etymology of the word contemplation. Temple - A holy structure on a 
holy piece of ground, in a holy space. 

I have a half century of material to share with you. I teach 140 classes a year 
like this one. But what we learn accumulates exponentially, kind of like making 
a huge snowball from a little snowball. So, if you learned a certain amount in 
this class multiply it at least by 5 if you take GOS Begins, and by at least 25 if 
you take GOS Continues, and by at least 140 if you become an Apprentice 
because my apprentices get to take all my classes twice over a three year 



period. My apprentices tell me that they get way more out of the classes the 
second time they take them.  

We have a kind, bright, motivated collection of people inside of our Grace 
of Sense community school. We are having a great time together. We are all 
learning so much.  

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Enroll landing page is up. You can see what we have in store for our 2022-23 
school year. https://www.graceofsense.com/course-offerings/ 

Grace of Sense Begins begins on July 29th to August 26th. $225 - 5 classes. 
$200 if registered by July 1st. 

HERE IS THE EARLY BIRD COUPON CODE!!! 

EARLY220729L100
www.graceofsense.com/inlets-to-the-soul/ 

Your questions are most welcomed. Write to me anytime at 
bruce@graceofsense.com. Please tell your friends and colleagues about my free 
class if you think they might be interested in my work. 

Yours, 

Bruce 
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